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Comment on "Explicit expressionsfor Green-Ampt (delta
function diffusivity) infiltration rate and cumulative
storage" by G. D. Salvucci and D. Entekhabi
D. A. Barry,•,2J.-Y. Parlange,3 G. C. Sander,4
and M. Sivapalans
Salvucciand Entekhabi[1994]developan approximationfor
the infiltrationequationof GreenandAmpt [1911].Using dimensionless
variables,the implicit form of the Green-Ampt
equationis written
t* =I*-ln(l+I*).
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In the notation of Salvucciand Entekhabi[1994] the dimen-
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sionless
time and cumulativeinfiltration,respectively
t* and
I

I*, are related to the actual time and cumulative infiltration, t
I

and I, by

I* = I/xKs
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t* = t/X.
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We notethatX isrelatedto thesorptivity,
S (asaffectedbythe
pondeddepthat thesurface),
viatheexpression:
S2 = 2K•2x.
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The dimensionless
form of the approximation
of Salvucciand

Entekhabi
[1994,equation(10)],denotedI•m, is
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Magnitude of the relative error as a functionof t*

for I] (solidcurve)andI[E (dashed
curve).
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The maximum
relativeerrorof I[E is about2.33%(Figure1).
The purposeof thiscommentisto pointout that simplerand
much more accurateapproximationsfor the Green-Ampt infiltrationformula are alreadyavailable.
Barry et al. [1993] showedthat the solutionto (1) can be

Clearly,once W is approximated,an approximationfor I* is
obtainedalso. For infiltration,Barry et al. [1993] gave two
approximationsfor W. The two approximationsto the GreenAmpt infiltrationformula are

I•= t* +•2(1- 1+Ml(t*/2)
1 1/2
)

(7)

writtenexplicitly
usingtheW function
[e.g.,Fritsch
etal.,1973].
Note that W(x) is definedby solutionsof

W exp (W) = x.

I}=t*

I* = -1 - W[-exp (-1 - t*)].

(6)
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ml 1+1+m2t*
exp
[m3(t*)
1/2]

(5)

Usingthis function,(1) can be rewrittenas

+

The constantsin (7) and (8) areMx = 0.3205, m• = 0.3361,
m 2 = -0.0042, and m 3 = -0.0201. By contrastwith the
formula of Salvucciand Entekhabi[1994],the maximumrela-

tiveerrorsof (7) and(8) are,respectively,
0.35%and0.025%.
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approximation
minimizes
the maximumerror.UsingI•z is, as
mentioned,an order of magnitudebetter again.
We note, in addition,that the Green-Amptformula is also
applicablefor capillaryrise.Barryet al. [1993]showedthat in
terms of the solution(6), this phenomenoncorrespondsto
takinga differentbranchof the W function.A simpleapprox-
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imation was developed for this case also (relative error,
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Finally,contraryto the implicationcontainedin the title of
SalvucciandEntekhabi[1994],the assumption
of a delta function diffusivityleads not only to the infiltration formula for
Green-Amptsoils,but alsoto the formulafor Talsma-Parlange (ReceivedSeptember30, 1994;revisedNovember10, 1994;
acceptedJanuary9, 1995.)
soils,as well as all soil typesin between.

